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330-975-4320
The
MISSION of the Cleveland Stroke Club is
Pittsgeraldine@yahoo.com
to enhance the lives of stroke survivors and
their families through support, fellowship and
socialization, education and advocacy.

The Cleveland Stroke Club was founded on the basic self-help concept. That is, stroke survivors and their
families banded together to exchange coping techniques for the many stroke-related problems they experience.
During the time of Covid: all our meetings are on Zoom. If you want to attend, contact us and we will send you a
link and help you log-in. Contact Geri Pitts (her contact information is above).
If you or a member of your family has had a stroke, we invite you to visit our meetings anytime. New members
and community professionals are always welcome. Our zoom schedule, newsletter, resource list, & papers are
online: www.clevelandstrokeclub.org
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By Geri Pitts

It’s hard to believe that another month has passed, and this year is almost
over. What’s nice about writing these monthly articles is that it forces me
to look back at the month and see what we’ve accomplished. The most important
achievement is that we’ve remained sustainable and solid as a group. This would not
have been possible without the Zoom virtual platform for holding our gatherings.
During October we got together nine times on Zoom and had lunch in-person once to
celebrate your President Linda’s birthday at the Winking Lizard Restaurant (more
about that later).
It's not that I’m a numbers person, but I think the numbers prove that our members
intend to keep our group together. During October a total of 47 different people made
159 visits to our meetings. Now if you think that’s impressive, in January I’ll give you
the numbers for the year. Soon, I hope, we’ll be able to meet in-person and there will
be other events to celebrate and report on. For the time-being we have these numbers.
I want to thank Linda and Kay for their support in bringing all our meetings to you.
BINGO winners for the month: Paulette and Gary Mengay, Louise Dempsey, Arlene
Beinhardt, Peggy Price, Vivien Sekeres, George Borodi , Raj and Vinita Saggar,
Delores Jones, Charles Boone, Bonnie Morris, Maggie Boone, Margie Robinson,
Damon Smith, Beth Chos, and Dan Sekeres.
For our Halloween Family Feud game we used questions and answers from the internet
lists of Family Feud questions, adapted for our use that made us chuckle and howl.
Joyce Levy, Shailaja Mude and Linda Davis led with five answers each. Other clever
players were Arlene Beinhardt, Paulette Mengay, Jocelyn Brown-James and Damon
Smith with four answers each. Thanks, Kay, for helping run this game. She reported
that many of our answers were much better than the actual game responses.
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By Linda Davis
I want to thank everyone who came to our Friday luncheon. It made my
birthday! I was so glad to so many people come out on this rainy day.
Thank you very much. Love you. Here’s info about November:
************November Luncheon **************
Friday, November 12th at 11:30
Applebee’ s Lyndhurst
5658 Mayfield Road, Lyndhurst, OH 44124
(440) 646-1540
https://restaurants.applebees.com/en-us/oh/lyndhurst/5658-mayfield-road-86019
Handicap parking in front and seating inside for drop off.
We are also encouraging smaller groups to get together. Our members have
suggested the following outings while the weather is still good. Contact Deb if you
are interested. We can also talk about a schedule for smaller events before Bingo.
☼ Lunch at Saffron Patch (Indian Food) http://thesaffronpatch.com/
☼ Lunch at Jack Thistledown Racino https://www.jackentertainment.com/thistledown/restaurants/
☼ Lunch at Shake Shack Pinecrest https://shakeshack.com/location/pinecrestoh?utm_source=G&utm_medium=local&utm_campaign=google-local
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1 Nat’l Authors Day
2 Election Day
4 Diwali
7 Day Light Savings
11 Veterans Day
13 World Kindness Day
17 GIS Day
18 Great Am. Smokeout
21 World Television Day
24 Nat’l Jukebox Day
25 Thanksgiving Day
26 Nat’l Cake Day
28 Hanukkah (Start)

https://www.wincalendar.com/HolidayCalendar-with-Today

Nov. 2021

(Contact Geri Pitts for a Zoom link: pittsgeraldine@yahoo.com)
Date Meeting

Time

Regular Meeting Days

11/1
11/3
11/9
11/10
11/11
11/15
11/17
11/19
11/22
10/24

6:30 – 8
6:30 – 8
4:00 – 5
6:30 – 8
6:30 – 8
6:30 – 8
6:30 – 8
Noon- 2
6:30 – 8
6:30 – 8

1st Monday of every month
Every Wednesday
2nd Tuesday
Every Wednesday
2nd Thursday of every month
3rd Monday of every month
Every Wednesday
3rd Friday of every month
New Group, 1st Meeting
Every Wednesday

Caregivers
Bingo
Board Meeting
Bingo
Game Night
Survivors Meeting
Bingo
Lunch
Needlework/Crafts
Bingo

This schedule on our website: www.clevelandstrokeclub.org (scroll down). It can
also be downloaded: select the link to newsletters and calendars and flyers.
Patricia Albeny
Roberta Wallace
Bethany Chos
Bonnie Pastor
Joe Chos
Fran Kemelhar
Dan Sekeres
Cathi Ellsworth
Kay Exl
Martin Hood

11/4
11/9
11/10
11/12
11/15
11/16
11/16
11/21
11/24
11/26

Linda & George Pfeffer
11/10/1979
Trudy & Martin Hood
11/20/1965
Arlene & John Beinhardt
11/25/1967
Kathy & Carl Wendorff
11/30/1996

Don Broge, Pat Hill,
Lurethia Jones, and
Katherine Sims

Ben Richman
Dion Howells
Steve Sekeres

Our deepest condolences to Carey Howells, son, David and the rest of their family
on the death of Dion. Our prayers are with them in this difficult time.

Our deepest condolences to Dan and Vivien Sekeres who lost Dan’s brother in
October. Our prayers are with them in this difficult time.

Ben Richman was a long-time and cherished member of Speak Easy and the Stroke
Club. He passed away on October 23rd surrounded by family. He was born in
NYC and grew up in the Bronx. He met his dear wife, Ellen, at Ohio University.
They married in 1961: they celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary this year.
Ben was very accomplished man: he served in the U.S. Army in Korea near the
DMZ as an orthopedic surgeon and honorably discharged as Major. Ben spent the
majority of his career founding and running the Center for Orthopedic Surgery and
Sports Medicine at Marymount Hospital. He also served as team doctor to the
Cleveland Lumberjacks and the Cleveland Crunch during their Nat’l Championship
years.
Ben had his first stroke about 5 years ago and
joined the Stroke Club. They often attended
our meetings (and made presentations), picnics
and our anniversary dinners. We will always
remember Ben for his kindness, impish grin,
sparkling eyes, and playful sense of humor.
We love Ben and Ellen dearly – completely,
heart, and soul.
https://obits.cleveland.com/us/obituaries/cleveland/name/benjamin-richman-obituary?id=31131040
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October Zoom Survivor Meeting. Jean kindly facilitated this month’s meeting. We welcomed our newest
member to the Survivor Group, Margie. Margie had her stroke in May. She said she is frustrated that she can’t do
what she what she wants to do. She said she has balance issues and needs to use a walker. Everyone nodded with
understanding. Jean asked us to go around the room and introduce ourselves and she asked us to say something
about a skill or interest or aspect of our life that has improved, since the stroke.
Bonnie said that she organized our Talent Night to emphasize what we COULD DO! Bonnie also told us
she has had time to explore her hobby of genealogy.
Damon said before his stroke he liked the Wii games. Since the stroke he hit his first home run on the Wii.
He also used to bowl before the stroke. He can bowl now, but he uses a lighter ball. Margie bowls, also.
Jean reminded Margie to always take her walker, falls can be a set-back.
Jocelyn said she did fall recently, and it was a set-back. Jocelyn said she enjoyed line-dancing before the
stroke and recently she was able to remember the steps!
Linda P said she liked to work before the stroke. After the stroke she started volunteering at a nursing home
and loved it. Covid interrupted that but she hopes to start again.
Joyce loved traveling before the stroke. After her stroke, she attend President Obama’s inauguration by
herself. Also, Joyce and her husband loved to dance, after her stroke Joyce began to dance again.
Harry was an engineer and helped developing countries design fresh running water systems. Since his
stroke, he has not been able to travel but he still advises the teams electronically. He also enjoys reading to
his grandchildren.
Linda D loved to travel and avoided talking in groups. She now likes to travel by train and also serves as the
President of the Stroke Club and as a Board Member of CHSC. She also worked the Census and the polls.
Roger loved brewing beer by himself before the stroke (it was his Zen moment). After the stroke, he has
open house and invites his friends to come over to eat and drink and help a little (it is now his party
moment). He also liked computers and astronomy. Since his stroke he has built several computers, with the
help of his friends, AND discovered a new pulsar with a colleague in France.
Dan loved carpentry and gardening before the stroke and for a long time was able to do many things around
the house and yard. Now he mainly directs the projects.
George has a music store and repairs musical instruments before the stroke. He still can do some repairs. He
also loved to sail and swim and fish in Lake Erie. He still goes with friends.
Jadish loves to learn new things and about other places via Ted Talks.
Cerell had a stroke this year and advises to keep doing what you need to do and stay positive.
Raj said he improved after the stroke and then it leveled off for a while. But now he is doing very well,
improving every day, especially his speech and mobility.
Jocelyn advised all of us to get her favorite book: Five Chinese Brothers.
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Oct. Zoom Caregiver Meeting. Geri kindly facilitated the meeting. Deena told us about how difficult it has been
to recover from hip replacement surgery; she is still in rehab and still suffering with pain. Deena also told us how
nice it is to participate in the planning for her daughter’s upcoming wedding. And the conversation turned to
wedding talk. George and Linda said they are expecting a new grandchild and the conversation turned to how much
we love being grandparents. And one by one, needles started appearing…knitting needles, crochet needles, and then
Needle Talk was born. One needle group is donating squares for blankets for the Afghan refugees. There’s a group
called Boaters for the Cure. There’s a group called Joanne’s guild. One of the groups is donating needles for
anyone who wants them. After the meeting, there was a discussion about starting our own Zoom needle talk group
and include survivors and friends. Also, Neerja shared that she is enjoying swimming free (her insurance covers her
membership) at Life Time Fitness, located at 3850 Richmond Rd, Beachwood, OH 44122. Phone: 216-292-6844.
For more information go to: https://www.lifetime.life/life-time-locations/oh-beachwood.html

Oct. Zoom Lunch We talked about the difficulty of finding health and dental services during Covid. Problems
and solutions to breathing at night. Then the conversation turned to sewing and crafts and sewing machines. We all
had stories to share about treadle machines, machines in India had a handle on the side, and Geri is still using her
50-year-old sewing machine. Jocelyn gas a gold singer sewing machine from a flea market. Damon’s daughters
asked him about the weird machine with a peddle in the attic. Linda’s desk is a treadle machine. Deb talked about
working in the White mansion—the White family made Singer sewing machine cabinets in Cleveland. The mansion
was converted into the Health Museum and is now part of the Cleveland Clinic. We continued talking about
needlework projects and experiences at our Zoom lunch. Nelly showed us a few pieces she was working on. Our
first “Needle Talk” meeting will be Monday, November 22nd and caregivers, survivors, and friends and family
are invited.

Fall colors from Geri’s back yard.
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Oct. Halloween Family Feud This was our Halloween Family Feud. Kay and Geri worked overtime trying to
stump this panel. We were asked to name: scarry costumes, popular candies, superhero costumes, Halloween
pranks, popular Halloween decorations, things to do with the pumpkin after Halloween, AND scarry movies…can
you say, Vincent Price! Thanks, Kay and Geri, for the nightmares!

Oct. Halloween Zoom Bingo We wore the Halloween masks that we made last month. (Thanks again, Geri,
Bonnie, and Kay for putting the mask-making materials together and sending/delivering them.) We posed for the
picture and then started sweating so little by little the masks came off. This is the before picture!
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By Dan S.
THE PALACE THEATER at the B.F. Keith Building opened in 1922. Owner Edward Albee II
(the grandfather of American playwright Edward Albee) named it for his late business partner B.F. Keith who had
died in 1914.
Originally named Keith’s Palace Theater, the building was designed to be the flagship of the Keith chain of
Vaudeville theaters. At the time of completion, the Keith Building was the tallest building in downtown Cleveland
and represented the high point of development in Playhouse Square. The 3,100-seat theater cost $3.5 million to
open and was described as one of the most lavish in the land. The sign on top of the building was the largest
electrical sign in the world, while the lobby housed a million-dollar art collection and the world’s largest woven-inone piece carpet.
B.F. Keith was an American theater owner who helped evolve variety theater into vaudeville. The Palace Theater
emulated this model. The theater held two vaudeville shows a day during its first four years. During its first year,
the Palace Theater sold 1.7 million tickets. However, this trend did not last, as the motion picture era was
beginning. By 1926, the twice daily performances were halted in favor of a combination of continuous live
entertainment and motion pictures. In 1932, daily live shows were dropped entirely, with films becoming the main
attraction. Throughout this time, however, the Palace Theater never forgot its roots. Despite the theater indulging
in film, it still held periodic vaudeville performances well into the 1950s.
www.playhousesquare.org/venues/details/palace-theatre
Photograph attribution: By Colin Rose - Flickr, CC BY 2.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3273905
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By Carolyn D.

The story started out in a rural area around Pittsburgh, in 1964. An orthopedic surgeon and his wife had a baby…
they thought that they were having one child, but it was fraternal twins (a boy and a girl). The son was fine, but the
girl was born with down syndrome. He did not know what to do. He told the nurse to take the girl to an institution
where she could be better cared for. Instead, the nurse kept the baby and raised it as her own. In the end the baby
grew up to be fine. I was expecting the ending to be more, but it wasn’t. The book was OK.

Brick Mansions

By Damon Smith

“In a dystopian Detroit, abandoned brick mansions left from better times now house only the most
dangerous criminals. Unable to control the crime, the police constructed a colossal containment wall
around this area to protect the rest of the city. Undercover cop Damien Collier (Paul Walker) is determined to bring
his father’s killer, Tremaine (RZA) to justice and every day is a battle against corruption. For Lino (David Belle),
every day is a fight to live an honest life. Their paths never should have crossed, but when Tremaine kidnaps Lino’s
girlfriend, Damien reluctantly accepts the help of the fearless ex-convict, and together they must stop a sinister plot
to devastate the entire city. With stylized action featuring thrilling Parkour stunts (David Belle is the co-founder of
this physical training discipline), Brick Mansions puts an entertaining twist on the action genre.
I enjoy this movie so much, And its DVD worthy. I give this 2 thumbs up.

Carole King - "One Fine Day"
By Carole King and Gerry Goffin

By Joe Brady

The Rock Hall induction ceremony sometimes is in New York City. This year, though, it was in
Downtown Cleveland at the Rocket Mortgage Fieldhouse on October 30, 2021. It was a fabulous
gala affair on a star-studded weekend. One of the inductees was Carole King as a performer. Her
presenters were Taylor Swift and Jennifer Hudson. King lives in Idaho, but she was extremely
excited to be in Cleveland for the Hall of Fame award.
One of King’s songs is “One Fine Day.” It was a big hit in 1963 with the Chiffons. King recorded her own version
in 1980 and ended up as a big hit also. Check out Carole King’s version with a lot of verve and style.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJFTVKOQKQA [www.youtube.com]
By Roger Gulbranson, Ph.D.
Fresh Squished
I am making Fresh Squished beer on Saturday, Nov. 8th. Sorry, no open house until Covid is over.
I’ve made it before and I like it. Here’s a little blurb about it: “Dripping with vivid flavors, Fresh
Squished is the beer equivalent of visiting your local fruit stand. Flavors and aromas of grapefruit, melon, berries,
lime and passionfruit drizzle into a faint herbal, piney back- ground. The sturdy malt foundation of sweet crystal
malts and toasty Munich concedes to this indulgent use of Citra and Mosaic hops to achieve remarkable balance.
Pale copper in color, Fresh Squished is overlaid by a fluffy, rich beige foam cap, allowing the juicy aromas to ooze
out.” (www.northernbrewer.com )
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By Pat Hill

The approval of a controversial new drug for Alzheimer’s disease, Aduhelm, is shining a spotlight on mild cognitive
impairment — problems with memory, attention, language or other cognitive tasks that exceed changes expected with normal
aging. After initially indicating that Aduhelm could be prescribed to anyone with dementia, the Food and Drug Administration
now specifies that the prescription drug be given to individuals with mild cognitive impairment or early-stage Alzheimer’s, the
groups in which the medication was studied.
Yet this narrower recommendation raises questions. What does a diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment mean? Is Aduhelm
appropriate for all people with mild cognitive impairment, or only some? And who should decide which patients qualify for
treatment: dementia specialists or primary care physicians?
Controversy surrounds Aduhelm because its effectiveness hasn’t been proved, its cost is high (an estimated $56,000 a year, not
including expenses for imaging and monthly infusions), and its potential side effects are significant (41% of patients in the
drug’s clinical trials experienced brain swelling and bleeding). Furthermore, an FDA advisory committee strongly
recommended against Aduhelm’s approval, and Congress is investigating the process leading to the FDA’s decision.
Medicare is studying whether it should cover the medication, and the Department of Veterans Affairs has declined to do so
under most circumstances.
Clinical trials for Aduhelm excluded people over age 85; those taking blood thinners; those who had experienced a stroke; and
those with cardiovascular disease or impaired kidney or liver function, among other conditions. If those criteria were broadly
applied, 85% of people with mild cognitive impairment would not qualify to take the medication, according to a new research
letter in the Journal of the American Medical Association.
Given these considerations, carefully selecting patients with mild cognitive impairment who might respond to Aduhelm is
“becoming a priority,” said Dr. Kenneth Langa, a professor of medicine, health management and policy at the University of
Michigan. Dr. Ronald Petersen, who directs the Mayo Clinic’s Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center, said, “One of the biggest
issues we’re dealing with since Aduhelm’s approval is, ‘Are appropriate patients going to be given this drug?’” Here’s what
people should know about mild cognitive impairment based on a review of research studies and conversations with leading
experts.
Basics. Mild cognitive impairment is often referred to as a borderline state between normal cognition and dementia. But this
can be misleading. Although a significant number of people with mild cognitive impairment eventually develop dementia —
usually Alzheimer’s disease — many do not. Cognitive symptoms — for instance, difficulties with short-term memory or
planning — are often subtle but they persist and represent a decline from previous functioning. Yet a person with the condition
may still be working or driving and appear entirely normal. By definition, mild cognitive impairment leaves intact a person’s
ability to perform daily activities independently. According to an American Academy of Neurology review of dozens of
studies, published in 2018, mild cognitive impairment affects nearly 7% of people ages 60 to 64, 10% of those 70 to 74 and
25% of 80- to 84-year-olds.
Causes. Mild cognitive impairment can be caused by biological processes (the accumulation of amyloid beta and tau proteins
and changes in the brain’s structure) linked to Alzheimer’s disease. Between 40% and 60% of people with mild cognitive
impairment have evidence of Alzheimer’s-related brain pathology, according to a 2019 review. But cognitive symptoms can
also be caused by other factors, including small strokes; poorly managed conditions such as diabetes, depression and sleep
apnea; responses to medications; thyroid disease; and unrecognized hearing loss. When these issues are treated, normal
cognition may be restored or further decline forestalled.

Continued on next page
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Subtypes. During the past decade, experts have identified four subtypes of mild cognitive impairment. Each
subtype appears to carry a different risk of progressing to Alzheimer’s disease, but precise estimates haven’t
been established. People with memory problems and multiple medical issues who are found to have changes in their brain
through imaging tests are thought to be at greatest risk. “If biomarker tests converge and show abnormalities in amyloid, tau
and neurodegeneration, you can be pretty certain a person with MCI has the beginnings of Alzheimer’s in their brain and that
disease will continue to evolve,” said Dr. Howard Chertkow, chairperson for cognitive neurology and innovation at Baycrest,
an academic health sciences center in Toronto that specializes in care for older adults.
Diagnosis. Usually, this process begins when older adults tell their doctors that “something isn’t right with my memory or my
thinking” — a so-called subjective cognitive complaint. Short cognitive tests can confirm whether objective evidence of
impairment exists. Other tests can determine whether a person is still able to perform daily activities successfully. More
sophisticated neuropsychological tests can be helpful if there is uncertainty about findings or a need to better assess the extent
of impairment. But “there is a shortage of physicians with expertise in dementia — neurologists, geriatricians, geriatric
psychiatrists” — who can undertake comprehensive evaluations, said Kathryn Phillips, director of health services research and
health economics at the University of California-San Francisco School of Pharmacy. The most important step is taking a
careful medical history that documents whether a decline in functioning from an individual’s baseline has occurred and
investigating possible causes such as sleep patterns, mental health concerns and inadequate management of chronic conditions
that need attention. Mild cognitive impairment “isn’t necessarily straightforward to recognize, because people’s thinking and
memory changes over time [with advancing age] and the question becomes ‘Is this something more than that?’” said Dr. Zoe
Arvanitakis, a neurologist and director of Rush University’s Rush Memory Clinic in Chicago. More than one set of tests is
needed to rule out the possibility that someone performed poorly because they were nervous or sleep-deprived or had a bad
day. “Administering tests to people over time can do a pretty good job of identifying who’s actually declining and who’s not,”
Langa said.
Progression. Mild cognitive impairment doesn’t always progress to dementia, nor does it usually do so quickly. But this isn’t
well understood. And estimates of progression vary, based on whether patients are seen in specialty dementia clinics or in
community medical clinics and how long patients are followed. A review of 41 studies found that 5% of patients treated in
community settings each year went on to develop dementia. For those seen in dementia clinics — typically, patients with more
serious symptoms — the rate was 10%. The American Academy of Neurology’s review found that after two years 15% of
patients were observed to have dementia. Progression to dementia isn’t the only path people follow. A sizable portion of
patients with mild cognitive impairment — from 14% to 38% — are discovered to have normal cognition upon further testing.
Another portion remains stable over time. (In both cases, this may be because underlying risk factors — poor sleep, for
instance, or poorly controlled diabetes or thyroid disease — have been addressed.) Still another group of patients fluctuate,
sometimes improving and sometimes declining, with periods of stability in between. “You really need to follow people over
time — for up to 10 years — to have an idea of what is going on with them,” said Dr. Oscar Lopez, director of the Alzheimer’s
Disease Research Center at the University of Pittsburgh.
Specialists versus generalists. Only people with mild cognitive impairment associated with Alzheimer’s should be considered
for treatment with Aduhelm, experts agreed. “The question you want to ask your doctor is, ‘Do I have MCI [mild cognitive
impairment] due to Alzheimer’s disease?’” Chertkow said. Because this medication targets amyloid, a sticky protein that is a
hallmark of Alzheimer’s, confirmation of amyloid accumulation through a PET scan or spinal tap should be a prerequisite. But
the presence of amyloid isn’t determinative: One-third of older adults with normal cognition have been found to have amyloid
deposits in their brains. Because of these complexities, “I think, for the early rollout of a complex drug like this, treatment
should be overseen by specialists, at least initially,” said Petersen of the Mayo Clinic. Arvanitakis of Rush University agreed.
“If someone is really and truly interested in trying this medication, at this point I would recommend it be done under the care
of a psychiatrist or neurologist or someone who really specializes in cognition,” she said.
khn.org/news/article/alzheimers-drug-targets-people-with-mild-cognitive-impairment-what-does-that-mean/

Submitted by Pat Hill – 216-570-9236, pthmba@att.net
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By Jocelyn B.
This is the recording of the webinar I attended after Neuro Day Cleveland Clinic. I finally
understood what I experienced from a professional perspective. The presentation is new
(May 25, 2021) and presented by Dr. Cathy Sila MD, Jill Winegardner, PhD, Michael Schaefer, MD, and Rick
Burdsall, PT. Here is a link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fXMnKSuRTgw

A great bio-engineer researcher at Metro Health is asking stroke survivors to participate in a 15 minute on-line
survey. Go to: https://redcap.case.edu/surveys/ and then enter the code: YEDYTJW4A
You can contact his research team by calling: 216-778-5347 or sending an email to:
strokeresearch@metrohealth.org
In your email or phone message, please say you are interested in “Research on Spasticity after Stroke”

Tri-C Supporting Veterans: Join us for Tri-C Responds to support Northeast Ohio veterans and their families
on Wed. Nov. 10 from 10-10:45. This virtual town hall will feature remarks from Jill K. Dietrich, JD, MBA,
FACHE, Executive Director/CEO, VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System & Dr. JaNice Marshall, Tri-C
Collegewide Vice President, Access & Community Connections. Register: https://bit.ly/3GkO5pQ
Sharpen your job skills to succeed in the workplace. Tri-C offers a Workforce Success Course, both virtually
and in person starting Oct. 27. Learn more and register: https://bit.ly/3iWQbzD
Tri-C is hosting a virtual meeting with author and mob historian Rick Porrello in support of the College's
Combined Campaign. Porrello will share his personal story, which led him to write Kill the Irishman, The Rise
and Fall of the Cleveland Mafia and Superthief. Wed. Nov. 10 from 7-8 PM. Register: https://bit.ly/3n8MGdb
Spring registration is open: www.tri-c.edu/register If you need help registering for classes or need help
starting the second 8-week Fall session, reach out to a Student Success Specialist. https://bit.ly/2Y5bHLa
For more programs and more information go to: https://www.facebook.com/TriC.edu/
By Pat Hill
Medworks provides 100% free medical, dental, vision and women's health clinics to anyone in need.
Medworks is running free dental clinics on Nov. 20th and Nov. 21st. Also, free care clinic on Dec. 11th.
They are now accepting appointments for eye care. For more info, go to: https://medworksusa.org/ Email:
info@medworksusa.org or call: 216-231-5350. Address: 1950 Richmond Road TR205, Lyndhurst, OH 44124.

By Jocelyn B.
“Two ingredients are all it takes to create a quick and delicious pineapple angel food cake! First up
is Betty Crocker White Angel Food Cake Mix. Add a 20 oz. can of crushed pineapple to the batter
for a tropical, tangy and sweet taste.” See this link step by step instructions and hints:
https://www.bettycrocker.com/recipes/two-ingredient-pineapple-angel-food-cake/334f7a77-4252-4302-971609c764975d95
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There is a lot of research that shows yoga (slow stretches) help survivors. Here are our recommendations.
Roger recommends Zoom Yoga: https://firehouseyogalakewood.com/index.php/studio-online-classes/
Beth Chos recommends: Shadybrook on Thurs. Mornings at 10:30. They also have Zoom classes. Check it
out: https://www.meetup.com/Shadybrook-Mayfield-OH-Spiritual-Personal-Development/
Yogareach: Our Session 2 begins Tuesday Oct 26 at Mayfield Village Parks and Rec center. Classes are
from 4:45 -5:45 pm. Contact: email Decht@mayfieldvillage.com or call her at: 216-577-1507

Crafts and needlework are also great for survivors because it helps with hand and arm dexterity and concentration,
while being creative and fun at the same time. Join us for our first ever Needle Chat in Zoom meeting on Nov. 22
at 7 p .m. to show off your creations, get resources, and ask questions. If you currently receive BINGO links, you
will be sent the Zoom link closer to that date. Otherwise, you can ask Geri for a link.

horse.

George & Linda’s grandchildren in a pumpkin patch.

Arlene riding a

Evelyn completed another puzzle!
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame
Photo By MusikAnimal
.

John & Mary’s new granddaughter

Sheila & Joe’s grandsons on Halloween

Bonnie and Jim on Halloween
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Happy Birthday, Linda Davis, our Prez!

Nov. 2021

ReFocus
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Nov. 2021

By Brenda Koos
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S
C
D
C
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A
I
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J
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O
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C
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E
E
E

A
Z
M
T
L
H
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H
E
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D
R

Q
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O

O
C
A
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T
T
K
O
O
L
A
I
D
M

(Use every letter and word only once.)

BreadandButter
Cinnamon
Dill
Gherkin
Koolaid
Lime
Polish
Sour

Candied
Cornichons
German
Hungarian
Kosher
Mesopotamia
Refrigerator

Make your own puzzle here:
https://puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com/word-search

